Happier Customers.
Increased Revenues.
Offer your customer's the extra
strength, game changing relief of
CBD Stat products.
Create even happier customers to
drive referrals and repeat
business.
Supplement your profits with CBD
Stat product sales.
CBD Stat’s affordability, strength,
and results are an easy sell.

We recently brought the CBD Stat
line into our practice and we could
not be more thrilled with the
results. Clients who have tried CBD
over the years with no result, have
noticed a massive improvement in
their health when switching to
CBD Stat.
Kristen Mihaly, FNTP, BCHN, RWP
Nourish Holistic Health & Nutrition

My supplemental
revenues have steadily
increased to over $2K in

Contact Us:
Morgan Cox
Director of Marketing &
Customer Relations

only a few months, since

stayactivestat@gmail.com

carrying CBD Stat

508-320-9477

products.
www.cbdstat.care

Strong Products For
Strong People™

About CBD Stat.
Here at CBD Stat, we understand
aches & pains can appear at the most
inopportune times. That’s why we
set out to make the strongest but
most affordable CBD products on
the market. Guaranteeing an effect
everyone will feel and love. With
our unique process, we are able to
produce very pure THC-Free CBD
products for a fraction of the cost of
most other methods. Helping people
beat life's obstacles...naturally!

4 Products
3 Strengths

Great incremental revenue
for retailers such as:
Massage/Spas
Holistic Practitioners
Fitness centers
Supply Stores
Small businesses

Muscle Roll-On
Our powerful Roll-On delivers a
soothing icy sensation for targeted,
immediate relief from discomfort. Roll
over shoulders, back or any muscles
that need extra support in your daily
routine.

Strength:

Massaging Salve

1000mg

$39

$19.50

Unscented Massaging Salve is a
comforting balm that packs a punch.
Rub thoroughly into affected areas
before bed or anytime and get ready
to face the day.

2500mg

$69

$34.50

5000mg

$99

$49.50

Calming Cream
Calming Cream absorbs quickly and
delivers strong, restorative relief.
Smooth on affected areas, especially
your hands, at any time of day to help
you power through pesky aches and
pains.

Oil Drops
Oil tincture drops offer an array of
benefits, from calming effects and
restful sleep to overall systemic wellbeing.

Retail Price:

Wholesale Price:

